Abstract. We classify up to conjugation by GL(2, R) (more precisely, block diagonal symplectic matrices) all the semidirect products inside the maximal parabolic of Sp(2, R) by means of an essentially geometric argument. This classification has already been established in [1] without geometry, under a stricter notion of equivalence, namely conjugation by arbitrary symplectic matrices. The present approach might be useful in higher dimensions and provides some insight.
Introduction
The main motivation for the classification problem we are after is the investigation of integral expansions of the type G ϕ, π(g)η π(g)η dg, where G is a locally compact group with Haar measure dg and where π is a unitary representation of G on some Hilbert space H, typically L 2 (R d ). The pair (G, π) is said to be reproducing if the above superposition of one-dimensional projections is equal to ϕ weakly. The primary examples of this are wavelets and shearlets [4] , [6] . Phase space analysis strongly indicates that when H = L 2 (R d ), then, at least when geometric operations are to be encoded in the representation π, the correct setup is G ⊂ Sp(d, R) and π the restriction to G of the metaplectic representation. We actually conjecture that if such a pair is reproducing, then G is conjugate (modulo compact factors) to a subgroup of the (standard) maximal parabolic subgroup Q of the symplectic group, that is, the "largest" subgroup of block-lower triangular matrices. This belief is supported by the many existing and very natural examples of this nature and, of course, by no known counterexamples. Particular attention deserves the so-called class E, which consists of semidirect products Σ H inside Q, where Σ is a vector part and H is a linear subgroup of the general linear group. This class has been studied by several authors in recent years (see [1] , [2] , [3] , [5] ), and is a very rich source of examples. The classification, modulo conjugation by symplectic matrices, of the groups in E in the case d = 2 has been carried out in the recent paper [1] but the methods used there have no geometric flavour, as they are based mainly on Sylvester's law of inertia. Here we propose an intriguing picture that might be of some help in the seemingly much harder problem of the analogous classification in 3D. In order to keep the presentation clean and to convey the basic idea, the notion of equivalence adopted here is conjugation by block-diagonal matrices in Sp(2, R), that is, in the Langlands factor M A of the standard maximal parabolic subgroup. This is the basic and most relevant conjugation, and was performed as a preliminary step in [1] , where conjugation by any symplectic matrix is allowed, thereby giving rise to further identifications.
A general theory of reproducing semidirect products of the same sort of those that we consider here has been developed by the first two listed authors in [5] .
The main result here is Theorem 1, whose proof is a consequence of what is established in the subsequent sections.
Preliminaries
The symplectic group is
where J is the 2d × 2d matrix
and its elements have the form
The standard maximal parabolic subalgebra q of sp(d, R) is
and is the Lie algebra of the maximal parabolic subgroup Q of Sp(d, R) given by
Each g ∈ Q can factorized (uniquely) as the product g = νµα, namely
The groups to which these elements belong, namely
are the factors of the Langlands decomposition of Q, which can be written either as Q = N M A, like in (3), or as Q = M AN . This means that each element factors as g = νµα for unique elements ν ∈ N , µ ∈ M and α ∈ A, as in (3), or as g = µ α ν , with different elements but again unique with respect to this order. Notice that N Sym(d, R) and
, where the latter inclusion is given by the natural embedding h → diag(h, t h −1 ). Parametrizing the elements of Q as in (2), we get
Thus, Q is the semidirect product of the symmetric and the invertible matrices:
The semidirect structure is generally not enjoyed by the subgroups of Q (see [1] for an explicit example). As in [1] , [2] , [3] , we define the class E d as the family of all connected subgroups of Q which are semidirect products, namely of the form
where Σ is a vector space and H is a connected subgroup. While N does not preserve E d , M A-conjugations, that is conjugations with matrices in the general linear group, do send groups in E d into groups in E d . More precisely, identifying again g with diag(g, t g −1 ), we have
The purpose of this article is to achieve a complete geometric classification of all the groups in E 2 up to conjugation by elements in GL(2, R) ⊂ Sp(2, R). The full list is provided by the following theorem, whose proof is the content of the remaining sections. Theorem 1. Up to conjugation by GL(2, R), any group G in E 2 is one of the following:
None of the above groups is conjugate to any other in the list modulo GL(2, R).
The projective Lorentz representation of GL(2, R)
From now on we assume that d = 2, so that Q = Sym(2, R) GL(2, R). The basic point of our construction is to realize the vector space isomorphism Sym(2, R) R 3 as a linear isometry ϕ : R 3 → Sym(2, R), where Sym(2, R) is endowed with the inner product σ, τ = 1 2 tr(σ, τ ). We define (6) ϕ(x, y, t) = t + x y y t − x .
Observe that η = det ϕ = t 2 − (x 2 + y 2 ), the canonical Lorentz quadratic form. We are next interested in carrying the action (4) from Sym(2, R) to R 3 . In other words, we are going to express (4) in the coordinates provided by ϕ −1 . The isometry ϕ induces the map ϕ * :
and we define the representation L as the map which makes the diagram
commutative. Explicitly, we put
is connected and L is continuous, the image of SL(2, R) lies in the connected component of the identity, that is, in the (proper, orthochronous) Lorentz group SO 0 (2, 1). Next, we want to determine kernel and range of L. It is very easy to see that
Indeed, ker L = {h ∈ GL(2, R) :
As for Im L, we split GL(2, R) into its two connected components GL + and GL − and further decompose each of them, obtaining the disjoint union
Next we apply the Iwasawa decomposition of SL(2, R), namely SL(2, R) = N AK. This amounts to saying that any element in SL(2, R) is the product of a shearing, a dilation and a rotation, which correspond to the nilpotent, abelian and compact subgroups, respectively, that is, to N , A and K. The factors of a given element are unique if their order is fixed. As it is customary, we parametrize them as
with t, s ∈ R and θ ∈ [0, 2π). Using (7), one computes that their images under L are (10)
These, in turn, generate the nilpotent, abelian and compact Iwasawa factors of SO 0 (2, 1), for which we shall again use, as it is customary, the letters N , A and K, respectively. It follows that L maps SL(2, R) onto SO 0 (2, 1). Notice also that
Moreover, using again (7) one calculates that L(λI) = λ −2 I for λ = 0, hence
where R × denotes the non zero real numbers. Denote by O + (2, 1) the orthochronous subgroup of the Lorentz group, that is, the subgroup which leaves the future invariant. Its elements are the Lorentz matrices whose lower right entry is positive. It is well known that the following disjoint union holds
Using the decomposition (8) and this equality we obtain
Note that, if G = Σ H is in the class E 2 , then H is connected, so that L(H) ⊂ R + SO 0 (2, 1). Hence, in the following sections we consider only the restriction of L to the connected component GL 0 (2, R), whose image is R + SO 0 (2, 1).
Orbits
In order to classify the subgroups of Q that belong to E, the strategy is as follows. We fix a vector subspace Σ ⊂ Sym(2, R) and determine the maximal subgroup H(Σ) of GL(2, R) that leaves Σ invariant under the action (4). Then, we find all the subgroups of H(Σ), because any such H gives rise to a group Σ H in E. For both choices, Σ and H, we must of course take into account the correct notion of equivalence, namely conjugation by M A GL(2, R). Now, by (5), conjugation of a group in E splits into the action (4) on the vector space Σ and again ordinary conjugation on the group H. Thus, it is enough to select a vector space Σ in each equivalence class modulo the action (4), and then, for the same Σ, pick all the possible inequivalent subgroups of H(Σ) while keeping Σ fixed. Therefore we must find the subgroups of H(Σ) that are not conjugate to each other by some g ∈ GL(2, R) for which g † (Σ) = Σ. The above strategy will be implemented with the aid of two observations. The first has to do with duality. We are looking at subspaces of the three dimensional vector space Sym(2, R) R 3 . The nontrivial ones, lines and planes, are dual to eachother under orthogonality and this duality is compatible with the semidirect structure, namely
H(Σ).
To see this notice that if τ ∈ Σ ⊥ and h ∈ H, then for all σ ∈ Σ 2 (
Thus, for each group Σ H(Σ) ∈ E there is a twin group Σ ⊥ t H(Σ) ∈ E. In view of this, we focus our attention on the case dim(Σ) = 1. This means that we are looking at the projective space of Sym(2, R) and we want to determine how many distinct points we need to consider, that is, how many orbits there are under the action (4) .
The second observation is that we can use geometry and carry all the above reasoning over to R 3 where the action (4) has become the standard action of R + ×O + (2, 1). Hence the selection of inequivalent vector subspaces is tantamount to finding orbit representatives of the linear action of R + ×O + (2, 1). The group R + × O + (2, 1) acts on R 3 and has exactly six orbits, including the trivial one. Borrowing the terminology from Physics, they are: the present event (0, 0, 0), the future (η, t > 0), the past (t < 0 < η), the future and the past light cone (η = 0, t > 0 or t < 0), the absolute elsewhere (η < 0).Since we are looking at the projective spaces, it is enough to select a point in the upper sheet of the hyperboloid of two sheets (η = 1, t > 0), one point at latitude one in the cone (η = 0, t = 1) and one point in the hyperboloid of one sheet (η = −1). 
where the brackets mean projective equivalence. By this definition, we havê
The choices that follow are convenient for computations because they take into account the Iwasawa decomposition (10):
Indeed, if we denote as usual by N , A and K the Iwasawa factors of SO 0 (2, 1) in (10), then it is immediate to check that Ku 1 = u 1 , N u 0 = u 0 and Au −1 = u −1 . Notice that σ 0 = ϕ(u 0 )/2, but of course the constant is irrelevant.
Maximal groups
In this section we calculate the subgroupsĤ η :=Ĥ(u η ) and pull them back to GL(2, R) via L. After that, we determine their duals. To this end, use the Iwasawa decomposition, either in the form N AK or KN A.
If h(0, 0, 1) and (0, 0, 1) are aligned for some h ∈ O + (2, 1), then they must coincide, whereas h(0, 1, 0) = (0, λ, 0) implies λ = ±1. Thereforê
where subscripts indicate stabilizers. Neither of the above circumstances occurs for u 0 . Now let h ∈ SO 0 (2, 1), h = nak. As K stabilizes u 1 , we have hu 1 = nau 1 . Further, A moves u 1 along hyperbolae and N along parabolae. Hence nau 1 = u 1 implies a = n = e, the identity of the group. This implies SO 0 (2, 1) u 1 = K, so thatĤ 1 = R + ×K. Since A stabilizes u −1 , knau −1 = knu −1 . This time N rules the hyperboloid of one sheet, so knu −1 = ±u −1 implies n = e. Thus ku −1 = ±u −1 and this is only possible if k is either the identity or the spatial reflection
Finally N ⊂Ĥ 0 because it stabilizes u 0 , and A ⊂Ĥ 0 because Au 0 = R + u 0 . The subgroup K is not inĤ 0 since it rotates the point away from its projective orbit. Hence SO 0 (2, 1) u 0 = N A. ThereforeĤ
It is now very easy to realize these groups in GL(2, R) 0 , because the inverse image of each component is well known:
For simplicity, we shall write H η for H(σ η ). Finally, we compute the maximal groups arising from planes. In view of (11), we have:
Below is the complete list of the largest semidirect products in Sym(2, R) GL(2, R), up to GL(2, R)-conjugations (notice that H 1 = t H 1 and H −1 = t H −1 ):
Subgroups
Our task is now to determine all the subgroups of the groups in the list (12) that belong to E 2 . Again, we can focus on the first row of the list and transpose the results. As explained earlier, the groups we are after are the semidirect products of σ η with connected subgroups of H η , thus we must find the latter ones. A natural approach is to look at the Lie algebra of H η and determine all the Lie subalgebras. In the end, exponentiation will give us the connected subgroups. Once again, the classification is modulo conjugations that keep the normal factor Σ = sp{σ η } fixed, namely modulo g ∈ H(σ η ) = H η .
6.1. η = 1. The Lie algebra of H 1 is h 1 = R + so (2) . A natural basis is {I, J}, with J as in (1) . The only proper subalgebras are the one-dimensional vector spaces, with trivial commutators. Thus, the Lie subalgebras of h 1 are the points of the real projective line, whose homogeneous coordinates with respect to the chosen basis will be denoted [x : α]. Now, P 1 is the disjoint union R ∪{∞}, according to the usual cell decomposition
We must now select a single point in each equivalence class. Let us look at the effect of conjugation by elements in H 1 . Obviously R × gives trivial conjugations, and so does SO(2) because R θ JR −θ = J. Further, since
it is enough to consider α ≥ 0. Since e t(I+αJ) = e t e tαJ = e t R −tα e tJ = R −t by taking exponentials we obtain the 1-dimensional connected subgroups {e t R tα : t ∈ R}, with α ≥ 0, and SO (2) The conjugation effect on the fat cell is an affine transformation, namely Therefore, up to conjugation, the 1-dimensional connected subgroups of H 0 are
By duality, the 2-dimensional vector subspaces of h 0 are again a copy of P 2 , but of course not all of them are Lie algebras. Let us first determine a cell decomposition. Orthogonal planes are easily calculated for each cell: Observe that e t(λI+Y ) = e tλ 1 0 0 e t .
We thus get the list of 2-dimensional connected subgroups of H 0 , up to conjugation: e tλ 0 s e t(λ+1) : t, s ∈ R , λ ∈ R e t 0 0 e s : t, s ∈ R e t 0 s e t : t, s ∈ R . 
